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Abstract:Gone are those days where starting a business was majorly seen as a road leading 

to failure. There were no supports given by government, any local body or even parents to 

start the business. Also in those good old days when we had licence raj, the things were 

difficult to the limit. In this paper the researcher tries to understandand appreciate the 

government’s initiative towards providing a good push to all such new businesses, especially 

start-ups. It also looks back in the history of start-ups, some failure happened, current 

situation of start-ups and of course a bright future of start-ups. The researcher also tries to 

analyse some jargons used in the industry and provides better understanding of the start-up 

business, and clarifies about its eligibility to be called as start-up. It also discusses some 

positive vibes about investment & generation of jobs. Finally the paper also put forth some 

examples of successful start-ups in Indian market.The paper is about catching the new wave 

of start-ups and welcoming the same by various stake holders positively. 
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START-UPS – A SMALL STEP FOR GIANT LEAP 

 

Introduction to Start-up: 

It‟s a cool word today & famous among youth, every youth is talking about & every citizen is 

supporting, it‟s nothing but „Start-up‟. Yes, the new government‟s initiative has certainly 

made the terms „entrepreneurship‟ and „start-ups‟ well known and also well accepted across 

India. It is surely successful in removing barrier or fear of starting new business and rather 

made it moreacceptable, and has certainly highlighted entrepreneurship as a possible career 

option which is not about doing job but generating many.It is now seen that many parentsare 

willing to allow their children to consider doing business instead of taking up a job. Indeed it 

is a big impact in a country where parents considered starting your own business as a riskier 

option, and parental pressure for taking up a stable job was considered to be a barrier to 

starting up. 

In the late 1990s, the most common type of Start-up Company was a dotcom. It was very 

easy to get venture capital or investor during that time due to a positive vibe among investors 

who speculate on the emergence of these new types of businesses. Unfortunately, most of 

these internet start-ups eventually burst due to major flaws in their underlying business plan, 

such as a lack of sustainability and also there was a question of long term revenue 

generation.  

However, there were very few of internet start-ups manage to survive even after the burst of 

dotcom bubble, amazon.com for example who initially was a bookseller and now having 

many more things on its platter to offer, also a player like ebay.com who started as auction 

portal could manage to get a good growth. 

Meaning of Start-up: 

 

How exactly can we define a start-up? Can a grocery shop or a barber‟s shop call themselves 

a start-up?What about the businesses which are traditionally known a „Micro, Small & 

Medium Enterprises‟ (MSME)?Are they eligible to get all those benefits of the start-up 

policy? If not, why? (a definition of start-ups explains as „a unit with a turnover of not more 

than INR 25 Cr., not more than five years old, working towards innovation driven by 

technology or IP‟.) 

So what we can make out from the definition is that astart-up is a company which is in the 

first stage of its operations. These companies try to develop a product or service for which 

their entrepreneurs believe that there will be good demand in the market sooner or later.It is 

been observed that due to limited self-revenue or may be high costs, most of these start –ups 

are not able to sustain if not backed by funding from venture capital. There are examples 

where in with a good funding, the businesses were able to do wonders & even a great idea 

may wash out from the market due to non-availability of funds. It is also observed that 

investors initially were bit conservative in funding these start-ups. 
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Start-up means: 

 An entity, incorporated or registered in India  

 Not older than five years,  

 Annual turnover does not exceeding INR 25 Crore in any preceding financial years 

 Working towards innovation, development, deployment or commercialization of new 

products, processes or services driven by technology or intellectual property.  

It is important to note following points: 

 Such entity should not be formed by splitting up, or reconstruction, of a business 

already in existence. 

 Provided also that an entity shall cease to be a Start-up if its turnover for the previous 

financial years has exceeded INR 25 crore or it has completed 5 years from the date of 

incorporation/ registration. 

 Provided further that a Start-up shall be eligible for tax benefits only after it has 

obtained certification from the Inter-Ministerial Board, setup for such purpose. 

 It should be totally new product or service offered. 

 It may also be improved existing product or service or process that will create or add 

value for customers or workflow. 

 The simple act of developing products, services or processes which do not have 

potential for commercialization; or undifferentiated products or services or processes; 

or products or services or processes with no or low incremental value for customers  

would not be covered under this definition. 

 If anyone is fulfilling all of the above mentioned criteria then only he will be eligible 

to get all the benefits under the scheme. 

If you into dilemma that whether to call your business start-up or not, then following figure 

will surely clarify your doubt 
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Start-up Jargons: 

Accelerator (Incubator): 

Accelerator or Incubator is a centre where start-ups are incubated, mentored and sometimes 

funded. The process of incubation for start-ups is same for across the country. 

Boot-Strapping: 

It means a start-up which is using personal cash or cash from friends and family to run its 

operations. You may call it as survival on noodles. 

Deck: 

It‟s a short 10 slide presentation that covers all aspects of the start-up. The pitch deck should 

be compact & concise, but it should be able to create a maximum impact and also help to 

make your business understand by others in few minutes.  

Freemium: 

It refers to the model created by the person in which the basic product is free and final 

endeavour is to upsell features to the consumers once there is enough traction. This is a pure 

marketing strategy used to attract customers.  

Pivot: 

It means using the established technology for an entirely new purpose or doing the business 

in some different segment all together. 

Sweat Equity: 

In simple language it may be the reward for your work but not as a salary but as a percentage 

in business which the employer offers. It is a kind of motivation for a person with passion. 

Generally they work for passion and sweat equity gives fuel to the same. 
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Burn Rate (Run Rate): 

 It is the rate at which the person is blowing the cash received from VC. Investors are not 

very keen in putting their money where the burn rate is excessive.  

How should one start a Start up? 

If we look back in the history, the products and services were very different from what we are 

experiencing today. Many a times it is not accepted as a viable idea, but as an entrepreneur 

you need to prove it, however hard it may look like. From the above figure it is clear that 

whether a business is eligible to be called as start-up and also to get those benefits announced 

by the government. Below is the figure which will explain step by step procedure to start a 

start-up and run it successfully. 

 
Source: litelabs.com 

 

Indian Eco System: 

Currently Indian market is flooded with venture capital funding. First half of 2015 saw over 

$3.5 Billion inflow from around 400 deals. This is much bigger in number as compared with 

the last year. The market is positive about getting more funding in the coming years. 

According to a research website yourstory.com, start-ups had raised $1.7 billion in Q1 of 

2015. Also it is good to see that Q2 of 2015 is witness of 50% more deals as compare with 

previous year. In the year 2015 the Indian ecosystem has attracted many investors from the 

world ranging from Softbank to DST Global.  

The credit goes to the matured Indian ecosystem & the way internet revolution is taking 

place. It is a promising and sustainable multimillion dollar business which is very unlikely to 

burst like previous dotcom bubble. Today we have examples of youth, mid age executives 

and many other segments are into starting new start-up. It is also backed by the demographic 

dividend of India so we will be experiencing a period of “demographic bonus,” where the 

growth rate of the working age population would exceed that of the total population. With 

such dividend it is also easy and possible to make our footprint in the global market. It‟s 

really a good time to start now and reap benefits in the longer run. 

Looking at the following figure it is very clear about how the business is really growing. 
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Source: yourstory.com 

 

Sanat Rao from iSpirit.com says, “The India consumer sector is coming of age with more 

than 300 million internet  users, and 15-20 million of them transacting online. 2015 is on 

track to be one of the hottest years for VC funding in the e-commerce/consumer internet 

space.”    

India has managed to secure third position in the world in terms of number of start-ups, as 

there are three to four start-ups emerging every day, having over $5 billion investment in 

2015. Is it not a great sign for Indian ecosystem? As the growth is rapid and sustainable as 

well. It is also backed by the report published by industry body, NASSCOM,which states that 

India is becoming Global start-up hub and attracting investors from all over the world.  

 

As per the statistics given in the report, the number of active investors in the ecosystem has 

grown from 220 in 2014 to 490 in 2015 which shown more than double fold growth. It also 

states that 80% of VC funding in India is from foreign countries which is leading to 

increasing FDI in India. The report also mentions about getting 125% more funding in 2015 

as compare to of 2014. 

 “We are the fastest growing ecosystem in the world – so the first big wow number. 

Compared to last year, we have moved up from being the fourth largest ecosystem in the 

world to the third largest. If all goes well, next year by this time we should be the second 

largest,” said NASSCOM President, R Chandrasekhar. 

The report by NASSCOM  reveals that the boom in the start-up ecosystem has generated 

huge  employment by employing 80,000 to 85,000 people, majorly from Mumbai, Bangalore 

& NCR. 

It also says that 72% of the founders are less than 35 years old making India home to the 

youngest entrepreneurs in the world, with gender breakup of 91% male and 9% female. 

Majority of the  new start-ups are B2C, primarily present in 3 segments namely e-Commerce, 

consumer services and aggregators followed by hyperlocal, health-tech, edu-tech and 

analytics. 

The boom in the Indian start-up ecosystem has made a conspicuous impact on certain areas 

such as education, healthcare, employment, agriculture etc.  It surely helped to enhance 

citizen‟s life in India by providing innovative solutions for various problems or otherwise. It 
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may in in the form of online selling of products or delivery of birthday cake at home at 

midnight or taking care of their transport within the city. 

 Start-ups with moderate to heavy use of technology has created a new Brand India in local as 

well as global market.  

 

 

Source:- Zinnov.com 

Mergers &Acquisitions in Start-ups: 

It‟s all about combining two or more businesses where in the ownership of businesses are 

transferred or combines. It allows the business to grow, shrink or change the nature as 

required. Now a days it is a trend to acquire other organizations, surprisingly start-up 

business is not an excuse to such activities. 

Following are some of the details provided by tracxn.com, a start-up tracking deal-making 

involving start-ups. In 2014, 43 start-ups were acquired; so far this year the number has been 

41, with start-ups themselves being the most acquisitive of the lot. Of the 41, merely two 

deals were struck by large corporates, with Godrej and Mahindra & Mahindra as the 

buyers.This frenzied deal-making does not revolve around just money. By such acquisitions, 

the young start-up brigade is provingthat they are ambitious. 

With Housing.com being recently in the news for acquiring Realty BI, let‟s look at some 

other M&A deals of this year till now. 

 Livspace acquired Dwll.in (a curated online network of interior designers) in its 

second acquisition deal this year 

 Asia‟s largest doctor search engine, Practo, acquired Fitho (digital fitness solution) 

 MakeMyTrip Limited announced the acquisition of the intuitive travel planner 

Mygola in April 

 Snapdeal acquired FreeCharge to build the most impactful digital commerce 

ecosystem in India.  
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Government support for Start-ups: 

The existing government is very much in favour of start -ups & has extended a good amount 

of support for them. Following are some of the highlights of Union Budget 2016 which 

shows clear support for start-ups.  

1)    Rs.10,000 Crore funds for innovation-driven enterprises. 

2)    Credit guarantee mechanism via NCGTC 

3)    Exemption from Capital Gains Tax 

4)    Tax exemption for start-ups for three years 

5)    Tax exemption on investments above Fair Market Value 

6)    The ambitious Atal Innovation Mission 

7)    35 new incubators in institutions 

8)    Easing in Compliance, Self-Certification 

9)    Simple Process for filing 

10)    Fast tracking of patents 

11)    Legal Support for patent application 

12)    80% rebate on patent filing 

13)    Relaxed norms in public procurement 

14)    7 new research parks to be set up. 

15)    Programmes focused on innovation for students. 

 

Start-ups have been exempted from nine labour laws for a period of three years to promote 

and incentivise the entrepreneurial ecosystem in the country, Labour Minister 

BandaruDattatreya said on 9
th

 March 2016. "Ministry of Labour & Employment has issued an 

advisory to the States/UTs/Central Labour Enforcement Agencies for a compliance regime 

based on self-certification and regulating the inspections under various Labour Laws," 

Dattatreya said in a written reply to the Rajya Sabha. 

He said that it has been suggested that if such start-ups furnish self-declaration for 

compliance of nine labour laws for the first year from the date of starting the business, no 

inspection under these labour laws, wherever applicable, will take place.  

As per the statement, the nine labour laws, include Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, Trade 

Unions Act, 1926, Building and Other Constructions Workers' (Regulation of Employment 

and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996 and Industrial Employment(Standing Orders) Act, 

1946.The other such laws are Inter-State Migrant Workmen (Regulation of Employment and 

Conditions of Service) Act, 1979, Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972, Contract Labour 

(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970, Employees' Provident Funds and Miscellaneous 

Provisions Act, 1952 and Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

These measures will surely avoid harassment of young entrepreneurs from government 

officials. But at the same time it is expected that they should follow all such laws willingly or 

else government shall take punitive action. 

 

Success Stories ofIndian start ups 

A lot of start-ups in India have entered the Indian market as a new product or to bridge the 

gap in existing products or services. Although there are many successful start-ups, here are 

the top five, who are growing rapidly and are witness to a paradigm shift about changing the 

way of working in respective industry. 

Paytm 
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Boasting 80 million mobile wallets and more than 15 million orders per month, Paytm has 

revolutionized mobile commerce in India. It‟s a leading payment solutions provider to e-

commerce merchants using its RBI approved semi-closed wallet, also its USP. It is almost 

everywhere you can see the footprints of paytm. 

Redbus 

It‟s incomprehensible to imagine now that there was nothing like RedBus for a long time 

despite the thriving existence of MakeMyTrip and Yatra. When an increasing number of 

consumers were booking tickets online for trains and flights, why were buses not considered 

for the same? This compelling question gave birth to RedBus, now acquired by the ibibo 

Group for $138 Million. 

Housing.com  

The Indian market is witness of housing.com which is growing intelligently and rapidly and 

surpassed all competition within two years of launch. They also acquired Delhi Based Reality 

Business Intelligence for estimated $3 million recently. Now with its help it will be easy to 

tracks real estate trends and creates collateral risk management tools through the use of 

technology. 

Zivame 

Another example of a business which was not seen from this perspective. As many women 

are facing problems purchasing innerwear from local market due to various reasons may it be 

male shopkeeper or nature of Indian women who is shy while purchasing such things. “I 

realized that lingerie as a category in India is under-served. There is unavailability of sizes, 

social discomfort and very poor market penetration”, says RichaKar, CEO of Zivame.com 

InMobi 

 They have secured a coveted spot in MIT Technology Review‟s 50 most disruptive 

companies of 2013. By challenging industry giants like Apple, Facebook, and Google and 

growing with international acquisition they are able to hit it right. Their pioneering 

innovation in data science epitomizes typical start-up growth DNA. In InMobi‟s words, 

they‟re going to, “democratize the understanding of user behavior”. 

Zomato 

According to Ravi Gururaj, serial entrepreneur and angel investor, "Zomato is still the king of 

the hill among food tech start-ups." It is a good example as how the things can be integrated 

&provide a service platform. It is really noticeable to see their list for the international 

expansion and the way it has covered cities one after the other and how it integrated into food 

ordering after starting with menus. 

Conclusion: 

The researcher has attempted to understand the concept of start-up and the way they are 

increasing in the country. As a result the study has become a guideline for a layman to 
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understand the concept and it will surely help the youth and other stakeholders to have better 

understanding of the subject. It tries to clear the difference between start-up and any other 

business which is starting new, as start-up is surely a new business but we can‟t say that 

every new business is a start-up. It is also seen that India has a good potential and supporting 

climate for the growth of start-ups. The study also throws some light on mergers and 

acquisition happening in start-ups and also quotes few examples of successfully running 

business which were born start-ups. The researcher is very optimistic about the future of 

start-ups and also sees a scope for further research in the area. 

Today‟s India requires millions of start-ups to come up every year and that to from all part of 

the country, which is currently missing. But before speeding too fast we should also address 

the following concerns. All such benefits of the scheme are noted, accepted and executed by 

the public living in metro cities, which can be seen from the data furnished in the paper. Also 

the researcher is having concern about involvement of technology which is made must for 

getting benefits. Are we not having a fear that infront of Digital India; the real India or Bharat 

who is village population is fading away? Also by way of getting more and more VC from 

abroad are we not increasing the flow of INR to other countries in the form of profits? We 

surely need more and more business to start every year in all part of the country but also 

should address the concern of inclusion or more local people and finding local VC so that we 

can retain money in the country only. 

If we as a country could address the above mentioned concerns, it will surely be great for real 

India. The vibe is very much positive and future looks great all are working hard and success 

is for sure.  
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